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The l!ight-J_nduced Qrift (LID) predicted by F.H.Gel'mukha-

nov'and A.M.Shalagin in 1979 [1] is being studied very acti-'. 

vely in last several years (see ref. [2]). Using LID one can 

· control the movement of free atoms and separate individual 

isotopes and isomers, if their optical spectra are· sufficed 

d'f.fferent from each other [3). Another prospective field for 

LID using is "on -line" measurements of optical transition 

frequencies of short-lived isotopes and isomers [4]. The 

basic ·scheme of the LID-spectrometer can be described as 

f·ollows: recoil nuclei · are neutralized in buffer gas and 

stopped in a volume of~ 1 cm in size. The volume is irradi

ated by the cw laser radiation'with the wavelength scanning 

in the spectral region where the presence of the resonance 

transition of the investigated isotope (isomer) is suppos.ed. 

The LID of the investigated isotope atoms occurs when there 

is the laser wavelength in the Doppler outline of the transi

tion. The investigated isotope ( isomer) distribution along 

the laser beam is distorted. The distortion is monitoring by 

two nuclear radiation detectors, that are situated along the 

laser beam on the opposite sides of the localization volume. 

The LID spectrometer signal can be the counting rate diffe

rence or relation of the detectors. The method can be very 

sensitive and is suitable for measurement of isotope shift 

and hyperfine structure of some short-lived isotopes and 
isomers (z4mNa, t3omBa, t36mBa, Z4ZmAm). 

The paper presents a model experiment demonstrating the 
' ,,. -, 

abilities of such LID-spectrometer. We select sodium as an 

object for the experiment due to the following reasons. 

First, the LID of stable sodium vapor is well investigated 

[ 5] . Secondly, 22Na and 24Na are suitable isotopes for

investigation. Their isotope shifts for D
1 

line are -756.9 

and 706 MHz, respectively [6). The laser radiation wavelength 

tuning at the center of the 23Na line produces the LID of 



directions. Both LID 22Na and 24 Na atoms in the opposite 

velocities of the 22Na and 24Na atoms are near the maximum 

can be reached at the optimum laser wavelength velocity that 

tuning. As a 
22 24 . ,result_ of that Na and . ,Na enrichments are 

produced on _the opposite collectors. The enrichment can 

simulate a signal value _of the LID spectrometer. Causal 

factors, which could provide the asymmetry of the vapor 
• - i 

movement to col_lectors, don '.t. influence upon the enrichment. 

We had to use t~e. wide laser .!:>earn, in order that the main 

part of atoms, in the. locali_zation volume .interacts with the 

radiation. A _paraffin coating is used usually in th_e experi

ments_ of, alkaline atoms. LID to e_liminate the adsorption on . .; ... 
cell walls [5]. But as recoil nu~lei are stopped in buffer 

~ ' • ' , > • 

gas the great quantity of ions and ultraviolet radiation 

appear and ant~;adsorption property of paraffin is deteriora

ted. Therefo~e the model experiment is carried out in a wide 

cold tube without coating. 
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1. Experimental cell. 
FREE ATOM SOURCE SODIUM 23 

The scheme _of an experimental.cell i~-giyen in Fig.1. It 

rep~esents a - glass· tube with. the inner diain~ter of 8 mm. A 
radioactive sodium vapor source_ is situated in the center of 

the tube. The source repre~ent~ the graphite rod coi1.taining 
22 24 .· . . . -' , . . ·. ' ·.• • 

' Na. Graphite could be heated at - 2000 C. There are col-

lectors on the,i'eft and on the right of th; radioacti;e sodi-· 

um source. The beam of a dye laser (Spectra Physi~s 380 D) 

with a po~er of 130 mW is expanded by tel~scope to fill the' 
tube.· We use a stable sodium' 

under a pre_ssure of :.._ 10 Torr). 

tube from a h~ated appendix. 
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Fig. 2. The 
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Fig. 3. The distribution of 

the separation factor o: on 

distance x from the source. 

The theoretical;description of this process is connected 

with the solution of the bidimensional diffusion equation 

with the drift. We came to nothing more than estimations in 

this paper. Let us subktitute appr:a'ximately the atom adsorp

tion on cell wall for the atom loss in v~lume. Then the equa-

tion becomes unidimensional, it~. solJ°tion is given in [9]. 

Let us calculate the ~nrichment ~oeffibient 0: (supposing the 

drift velocity values are equal for both. radioactive isoto

pes): 

o: = exp(xlUI/D), 
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During the process of the buffer gas rectification we 

observe the LID of stable sodium atoms in a wide cold tube. A 

sodium vapor cloud fluoresces . above the app'endix. When the 

laser frequency is detuned from the line center the sodium 

cloud shifts to the right or to 'the left depending on the 

detuning sign. The cloud shift is about 1 + 1.5 cm. It is the 

first observatio·n of sodium LID in the cold tube without 

special coating of its surface. Up to date the cell wall 

adsorption of alkaline atoms has been reduced by heating 

[7,8], or by coating cell wall [9,5). Our observation is the 

evidence that LID can be investigated when the adsorption is 

so strong that adsorbed atoms can't return into the cell 

volume. It would enable the LID investigations with atoms of 

refractory metals. It should be mentioned,.that in this case 

the appearance of LID is less.impressiv~-th~n in the paraffin 

coated cells (5,10). 

After the buffer gas rectification the laser radiation 

wavelength is tuned at the adsorption maximum of 23Na atoms 

and the radioactive sodium source is heated at high 

temperature. Unfortunately, graphite contains the essential 

quantity of stable sodium, therefpre the medium of sodium 

vapor is optically dense at firs~ time. After 10 + 15 s all 

sodium leaves the graphite and the medium becomes optically 
"' ! ~----·· transparent. 

Then 22Na and 24Na activities 22
A(x)· and 24

A(x) on the 

collectors far from the source then distance x are measured. 

The results are given iniFig. 2. The separ~tion factor a is 

where 22,24A are 

22 {\ (x) [' ' 
a(x) = 

24A (x) , 

22'24Na'
1 

initial 
s ,• , . ' 

22A. 
s 

24A 
s 

i-• 
·activities in the source, 

respectively. The experime_ntal values of a are given in 

Fig. 3. The lower enrichment on the right coll,ectors can be 

explained by extinction laser beam in optical dense sodium 

cloud. It is caused that the LID velocity in the right part 

of the cell is lower. We have carried out three experiments 

and there has been a good reproducibility of the results. 
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where xis a distance.from the source, U is the LID velocity, 

Dis a diffusion coefficient of the sodium.in a krypton (D =. 
12 cm2/s in our conditions. (5)). · The estimates of the LID 

velocity are 22 cm/sat the left side of the source and 10 

cm/sat the right one. The higher velocity value agrees very 

well with experimental·data given in (5). 

About 10% of evaporated sodium in the .volume reaches the 

collectors· far than "'' 0. 5 cm· from the 'sodium source (see Fig. 

2) and its enrichment is "' 2 ( see Fig. 3) . It. corresponds 

with double change of the counting rate relation of the 

detectors in the-~ID spectrometer. Both the. efficiency. and 

the signal value are suitable for the short-lived isotopes 

spectroscopy, they are several times higher than the corres

ponding parameters in the LINUP experiment used for investi-
• 240m gation of Am (11). 

The maximum measurable enrichment (about 10 times) essen

tially exceeds the previous result (3), although the geometry 

of experiment in (3) was more suitable for isotopes separa

tion (high laser power density, long tube). It means, that 

ttle main part of sodium is being in the atomic state during 

the separation. 

We would like to thank A.M.Shalagin for valuable discus

sion and A.G.Belov; F.Kondev, S.G.Zemlyanoy and P.Zuzaan for 

assistance in the experiments. 
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